
THE HISTORY OF ART AND THE WORKS OF DRIP PAINTER POLLOCK

Paul Jackson Pollock was an American painter and a major figure in the abstract expressionist . Pollock's most famous
paintings were made during the "drip period" between and He became .. It fit well with Greenberg's view of art history as
a progressive purification in form and elimination of historical content.

To Pollock's generation, Kandinsky's work stood for spontaneity and spiritual content in abstract art. Pollock
was influenced by this kind of investigation of human relations and emotions. The exhibit led Pollock to
recognize the expressive power of European modernism, which he had previously rejected in favor of
American art. My photography session lasted as long as he kept painting, perhaps half an hour. Another strong
impact must have been Paalen's fumage technique, as it was the surrealist technique with the most magic
appeal for those painters who looked for new ways of making appear what was called the unseen or the
possible. They make people look at a painting for what it isâ€”pure painting. I try to let it come through. It is
possible that he employed the blue lines to unite disparate parts of the large picture. In this respect he went
even further than Piet Mondrian or Joan Miro, who always maintained an underlying compositional structure
though both had painted evenly dispersed compositions. Drips are still evident, now creating a web that floats
above the chasm. In â€”48 he devised a radically new innovation: using pour and drip techniques that rely on a
linear structure, he created canvases and works on paper that redefined the categories of painting and drawing.
It may also imply a yearning to return to the security of his roots, since the idea of the poles resembles the
compositional device that Benton taught Pollock in the early s and that Pollock used in for Mural though
Benton meant for such poles to be hypothetical, not visible. In Male and Female , one of Pollock's first great
pictures, the totemic quality and the stabilizing symmetry remained from the works of the previous two years,
but the images poured forth in a freer, more disconnnected way. Because the paint was so fluid, Pollock
essentially drew in space, so that drawing elements would happen quite literally in the air, before falling down
to the canvas below, sometimes thick, sometimes thin. Pollock converted the barn into a studio. These
paintings have been referred to as his 'Black pourings' and when he exhibited them at the Betty Parsons
Gallery in New York, none of them sold. However, Pollock did not start out as a revolutionary painter. Videos
of Pollock painting show this process, which looks like a painterly dance. And, his premature death, which
took place when he was killed in a car crash, also added to the legendary status which he is still known from in
the art world today. Today, we tell about the famous artist Jackson Pollock who helped redefine modern art in
the United States. The looser automatist brushwork and the freer issuing forth of small spontaneous forms and
symbols represented the newer influence of surrealism. The lines define the mountains, clouds, and so on. His
wife, artist Lee Krasner, later explained, "Numbers are neutral. Also, when he was in his late twenties, Pollock
suffered a mental breakdown. He painted by following his immediate thoughts and emotions. He created a
new scale, a new definition of surface and touch, a new syntax of relationships among space, pigment, edge,
and drawing, displacing hierarchies with an unprecedented and powerful and fabulously intricate
self-generating structure. Like many other famous figures, the issues which Jackson Pollock suffered from in
his personal life, such as his strife with alcoholism, added to his "superstar" status. To many, the large
eloquent canvases of are Pollock's greatest achievements. To produce in Jackson Pollock's 'action painting',
most of his canvases were either set on the floor, or laid out against a wall, rather than being fixed to an easel.
Pollock's technique of pouring and dripping paint is thought to be one of the origins of the term action
painting. In Robert Motherwell and William Baziotes introduced the year old Pollock to Peggy Guggenheim ,
who asked him to participate in a group show of collage art at her new Art of This Century gallery. Referring
to his style of painting on the floor, Pollock stated, "I feel nearer, more a part of the painting, since this way I
can walk round it, work from the four sides and literally be in the painting. I have no fear of making changes,
destroying the image, etc. In these works the artist handled the entire surface as an even field of gestural
strokes, sensuously applied, rich in colour, and devoid of any overt imagery. While the scene evokes a sort of
gothic mystery, it has been suggested that it comes from a family photo of a bridge in Cody, Wyoming, where
Pollock was born. In fact, his method is sometimes called "action painting". Many of the pieces which Jackson
Pollock created following this style, required him to trim or crop the canvas, in order for the image to fit in,
and to work with the overall features of the art. Usually, Pollock would simply name his paintings with a
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number and a date. Despite the initially anarchic appearance of the drip pictures, Pollock built up the lush,
coloured surfaces gradually, giving every line and spot a unique character, full of expression. This highlights
the present as the fixed reference point in the painting, and that emphasis is one of the hallmarks of
modernism. Pollock and Krasner spent the summer of in Provincetown and in they went to The Springs in
East Hampton, Long Island, where they bought a farmhouse with 5 acres. He had struggled on it for a while,
and he decided to take that painting off the easel, place it on the floor, and then pour some paint on the surface
to finish it.


